B. The reaction of Christ and His people: They began to tremble because Turn Away had (they were captured there and robed). The scene was a complete change in frame of mind and feeling.

A. Description of Turn Away

II. By His signs — G. B. Cheever

... for He knows that a man is justified by his works is no better than saying that a man is justified by faith alone. Work performed by the best men are imperfect and mingled with sin, and therefore need to be forgiven. The sinner's works are a string of excuses. Christ will be our Judge or our Saviour — the best

"He speaks of Christ, and expected to be saved only by Him, but it was in such a way as Christ died to"

Jane (which he thought was wise and pleasant) John 10:17

3. knew that the 

City

2. He believed that everyone could follow their own religion and enter the celestial city. The character of ignorance is a type of many that have no conviction of their sin and are unconscious of their wicked heart and their inability to save themselves.

1. Excessive appraisement of one's own worth

A. Description of Turn Away

I. Ignorance (commentators think this "dreaming again is when Bunyan was released from"

... becomes crowded with a mixed multitude. Danger and destruction are the hill difficult and Dooming's town. The road to heaven inaccessibly misses God's way by destroying. Volunteering Morality, doubting cause. County of Conjecture is a description of ignorance. (also: Locking Knowledge of)

1. A very splendid (full of energy, ambition, or courage) led a make person of any age

2. Wives in the same eyes

3. Wise between boyhood and maturity

4. Ignorance: destitute of knowledge or education (also: Locking Knowledge of)

5. The character of ignorance is a type of many that have no conviction of their sin and are unconscious of their wicked heart and their inability to save themselves.

6. Know that the
Next Week: Chapter 17, "The Pilgrims Meet the Patheans."

3. Be in company with God and His people.
2. Be prepared with armor and weapons.
1. We are not to despise disaster to meet the enemy (prepare the absence of assailants).

D. What can we learn from this chapter?

C. What are the differences between Little-Faith and Turn Away?

B. Why did the little faith use any of his spiritual weapons against Saint Heart, Wiltself and Mistus?

A. Would you identify little-faith as a Christian? (Mt 6:30; Mk 14:33; 12:8)

A. Application Question

1. Application Question

4. He told everyone he met everything about his robbery.

3. Make the rest of the way with dismal and bitter complaints. What would

2. Had anxiety over not having his money. Fresh thoughts of it would overwhelm him.

1. Make little use of his jewels. Forgot he had them most of the way.

D. Description of Little-Faith being robbed and wounded

C. Excluded from entrance to the celestial city without them

B. Of no value to anyone in that country

A. The jewels

E. Fever.

3. Guilt takes away peace and rest. His heart weighs down the hill difficult with tumors.

2. Misfortunes take away confidence and assurance of the truth and replaces them with

1. Patent heart takes away confidence and strength for the truth and replaces them with

B. Feeling with other hearts (feeling courage). Mistrust (lacking trust or confidence)

A. A description of Little-Faith

C. The bag of silver (spending money): he lost much of that for which he was

B. Fell asleep at Deodar's lane

A. A description of Little-Faith (free of deceit, hypocrisy or

III. Little-Faith